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Abstract Gambling researchers have often reported that m a r c h in the field of gambling
remains in its infancy compared with other addictive behaviors. M l v e years ago 5r.Mark
Cniffiths"sseminal research on understanding adolescent gambling and problem gambling
bchviors wns published. Today, adolescent gambling research is no longer in its infancy.
Research in the field has madc great strides and has evolved as a m l t of Dr. Griffiihs'
work. His qualitntivc investigations and insight into understanding the situational,

environmental and social cantcxts associated with adolexwtt problem gambling has
i n s p i d continued efforts 10 better understand this phenomenon. Dt. Grifliths' insights and
predictions of the impact of technolagical advances associated with changing structuml
characteristics in electronic gaming machina and the widespread impact of Intemet and
mobile gaming has spurred new rcsearch. For most adolesccnts gambling mains a form of
entertainmeni without serious negative consequences. Yet, adolescent patbologicai
gamblers, like their adult counterpart and indgendent of the negative conquencw
resulting from their excessive gambling, continue to engage in a wide variety of gambling
activities. Intemct gambling amongst adolesccnts clearly qrcsents new challenges and
problems, Some recant rcsearch concerning the risks associated with adolescent Internet
gambling is provided.

Keywords Adolescent problem gambling. Inltmet gambling. Mobile: gaming
It has long been acknowledged lbat adolescents engage in multiple forms of risky behaviors
including smoking, substance use (drugs and alcohol). diemy fads, unsafe sexual practices,
and dangerous driving (Jessor 1998; Romer 2003). Yet it was not until a number of
mmrchcrs began examining prevalence rates of gambling behavior among adolescents in
the late 1980s that problem gambling in this age group m e to he forefront. At that rime,
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Mark Grifiths and Sue Fisher En the United Kingdom and h a n d Jacobs and Rachel
Volberg in the United States began publishing their research highlighting the need to be
concerned about adolesccnt gambling behaviors.
In 1995, Dr. Grifftths pduccd rhe seminal work summarizing the current state of
knowledge of youth gambling behavior at thar rime (Grifihs 1995). 'Ihis work, while
focusing on adolescent fmir machine playing, highlighted the need to more fully undmtand
youth gambling behaviors, the influences of environmental and social contexts upon
adolesccnt gambling, and the potential impact of he technological advances bciag
incorporated within electronic gambling mnchines. Dr. Grilfith' work raised many
important questions as to the risk and protective fncrors associated with adolescent
gambling behavior, situational concerns, why some individuals appear to be mom
vulnerable than others, and the importance in understanding the structural characteristics
of electronic gambling machines to help explain their a p p l . Dr. GriKths, in the first book
devoted exclusively to adolescent gnmbling, raised serious questions as to the potential
long-term ~egativcirnpacl of adolescent gambling and possible m t m e n t npproaches.
For the past two dccadm, Dr. GriRiths' schol;lrly contributions toward advancing the
field sf adolescent gambling have been numerous. As a rcmlt of his work attention to
adolescent gambling behaviors gmv in Norlh America. Early adolescent gambling studies
w m being conducted by Henry Lasieur, Durand Jacobs, Rachel Volberg, Howard Shaffer,
and Robert Ladouceur, with much of our own work beginning at this time. This work was
further advanced by the 1995 North American Think Tank, convened at Harvard Medical
School, which sought to address the social, economic and health problems associated with
adolescent gambling problems. Experts in ducation, finance, government, the gambling
industry, health care, and he judiciq came together to address the growing issues
associakd with adolwml problem gambling (e
Shaffcs et al. 2003).
Trends ktwm t 984 and 19W indicated a significant increme in the proportion of
yourh who reported gambling within the past year and who aehowledged serious
negative gambling-related problems (Jacobs 2000). There was growing bady of evidence
suggesting that underagc youth were actively participating in a wide variety of both
rcgulatdl and mn-regulated forms of gambling. Simultaneously, during this paid, thc
Irndsape of gambling was dramatically changing, with g m f w numbers of jurisdictions
introducing regulated forms of gambling; sometimes with age restrictions and other tima
with "rccornrnendd agc restrictions" (this was particularly common among Lottesy
Corporations in Canada).
A recent summary and investigation of long-tenn tmds and future p m s p t s of youh
gambling in North America suggests that within the past ymr two thirds of lcgally underage
youth have gambled for money (Jacobs 2004). In the U.S. a d Canada, findings suggcst
that approximately 15.3 million 12-17 year otds have been embling, while 2.2 million are
r e p ~ t c dIO be experiencing serious gambling related problems. Increased levels of
gambling among adolescents have been ported in North America, Eumpe, Asia.
Australia, New Zealand md Iceland (Abbtt and Votberg 2000; Annier 2000; Fisher
1993; GrifElhs 1995; Gupta and Derevensky 1998 National Research Council 1999; Olason
et al. 2006) with between 44% of youth experiencing pathological patterns of gambling
and 1CblSOJe at risk for the development of gambling problems (Shaffm and Hall 1996).
With increases in the availability, accessibility and participation in gambling adivizies, the
problems that youth gamblers are facing are likely to increase.
Gambling has not been immune to tcchmlogical advances. In fact, as mrly as 1996,
Mark Griffiths suggested that with these advances and reduction in the cost of personal
cornputem, high speed connections and online service providers, Internet gambling is likely
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to expand rapidly (Grimth~ 1996). Evolving technologies continue to provide new
gambling opportunities in the form of Internet, online gambling, and more sophisticated
slot mchincs, electronic gambling machines, VLTs, intemctive lottery games, inlcmctive
television games, and telephone wagering (Grimths and Wood 2000, 20011). Having carried
out research in the area o f tcchsological addictions, &. GriRiths pdicted Lhat the Inremet
wwld be a prime venue in which to gamble (Griftiths 1996, 1998) suggsring that it
provides a "atural fit" for compulsive gsmblcrs. Coupled with the structuraE characteristics
often found in elccmnic gambling machine which induces andlor maintains individuals to
keep playing, the Internet could likely become an attractive envimnrncnt for adolescmts
wanting to gamble.
Dr.Grimths (1996, 1998, 1999, 2001, 2003, 2006) speculated that the awsibility,
affodability, monymily, convenience, and a w i a l nature as well as Ihe struchlral
characteristics of the s o h a r e itself wuid easily promote online gambling. It is prcdictcd
that paflicipation in Internet gambling will continue to increasc in the next few years as (a)
it is easily accessible, (b) individuals can participate from home using a personal computer
24 h per day, 7 days per week, 365 days per ycnr, (c) lntemcl gambIing has the potential to
offw viswalty exciting effects similar to video games,slot machines and VLTs, (dl event
fbqucncy is very npid, and (c) governments throughout the world are either currently
effcfcring such sites or at the very least planning ta enter [his lucrative market (Grifiths and
Wood 2000). Given the increasingpopularity, awessibility and familiarity of the Internet in
genenl, this represents another venue for potentiel pmblems for youth as greater
accwsibility has been reported to be related to increased gambling, incteased money spent
on gambling. and increased mtes of problem gambling (Jacobs 2004).
Recent research, while exrrcmtly limited, has indicated that male college studenls may
be considcrcci at high risk for Ltema problems Gecause of its easy accessibility,
technological sophistication, and their flexible time schedules (Mwahan-Martin 1998). It
has also bcen suggested that young regular Internet users are more likely to gamble on the
Internet because aC their g m l familiarity with the Internet (Momhsn-Martin and
Schurnacher 1997). From a psychological perspective, Griftilhs (1995, l99X) has argued
[hat the Internet provides an altmnnze reality and allows feelings of immersion and
anonymity, which to many adolescents is psychologically rewarding. The Internet in
general, and Intmct gambling in particular, pwmits individuals to go into a dissociative
state; a prime rnolivation for adolescents with gambling problems (Gupta and Derwensky
1998,2004).
Grifiths slnd Wood (2000) have highlighted several major concerns which need to be
addressed with respect Io Internet gambling, these k i n g (a) undmge gambling, @)
gambling while intoxicated, (c) available gambling hours (the Inlcmet nevw closes, so it is
possible to gamble all day, every day), and (d) electronic cash (the psychologicaZ value of
clcc~mniccash is less than achral money, frequently leading to a Iapsc in judgment). To
dare, few empirical large scale studies have investigated Internet gambling. Industry p m f i l ~
depict online gamblers la be in the lowcst SES group using the Internet s e l l c y et a!. 2001).
Thm is a further suggestion h a t "online [Internet] gambling has the potential to increase
the social cost of gambling and incrcase h e prevalence ntes of problem gambling as it
combines the "double threat" of high speed and convenient access with a technology that
appeals to youth" (KeIley et al. 2001). Because of the potential for abuse, a n u m k of
important social policy recornmcndations for governmental agencies have been articulated,
including thc need for more teswrch (Kelley t t a1. 2001).
A numkt of recent studies examining online gambling behaviors of adults have
suggested [he growing popularity of this medium for gambling and its potential impact
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upon problem gambling (Grimths and B m e s 2007; Ialorniteanu and Adlaf 2M) I; Ladd and
P e q 2002; Wick et al. 2003). However, it should be noted h a t I h m is currently no
research that clearly dernonstntw a cause and effect such that Intcmct gambling results in
more probEern gamblers. It may well be that individuals with gambling problems are drawn
to gambling on the Internet because of a wide variety of features and tleir structud
chmctwis~ics.Nevertheless, fhe popularity of online gambling appears to be fueled by both
sports wagering and thc widespread international appcal of Texas Hold'em poker,
Few studim have examined Intemct gambling anaong adotwmts. Grifihs (2001) notcd
that in a very small study of 15-19 year-olds in thc U.K. that 4 % r>f youth indicated thal
Internet gambling was highly appeaPng. Rmmt findings from Chevalier et a!. (2003) in
Quebec revealed that 3.7% of high school students reported having gambled on the I n t m
in the past y w and Hadoon et al. ( 2 0 2 5 revealed that at l a 25% o f youth with serious
gambling problem and 20% of those at-risk for a gambling problem (endorsing several items
on h e DSM-IV-MR-J but not mching criterion) reported playing online using practicchial
sile (Jnternek gnmbling sites offering simulsted gambling often with possibilities of winning
prizes). Given the payout ntcs appenr to be signilimtly different on these sibs cornpad to
actual gambling payout rates (Skvigny d al. 2005) his is of particular concern.
There arc multiptc polential lures for youth to gamble via the Inteme~(liven they enjoy
gambling. the colorful, fast-paced video-game like qualities, their knowledge and
saphistication in the usc of che Intmnct and erne of accessibility pmvide an ideal venue
for youth to help relieve boredom and pmvide an exhilamting ram of entertainment. Many
of !hwe sites also provide bonus money far playing on their sire, cnrice males with sexually
provocative piclurcs, and offml h opporlunity to win t r i p (e.g,, Tahiti) and p d u c t s (e-g.,
clothes, motorcycles, cars). Orher messages include clever advertising phrases such as
"scan wewone would be a winner, y w could be next." Still further, there appears to be
strong evidence that many of lhese gambling sites fail t r ~pmvide age restrictions (Srneaton
nnd Griffirhs 2004) and those that suggest Or mandate age restrictions provide no checks on
the reported age of its playcrs.
In an effort to better understand Internet wagering by adolffcents and young adults a
study by om: of our graduate students, Andrea Bymc, at the International Centre for Youth
Gambling Problems and High-Risk Behaviors was conducted. The study sought to add to
our current knowledge of adolescent and young adult onlinc gambling, ra identify the most
salient characteristics for its populdy, to determine the correla!es assmiatad with its use to
dctemine whether or no1 youth with gambling problems are more likcty lo use this venue,
ond to identify high-risk gmups for excessive gambting problems.
In Byrne's (2004)study using 2,0&7adolescen'ts and young adults (42.8% males; 57.2%
females) ages 12-24, 71% of yourh rqasted having gambld in the past yea (79% of
males; 65% of females). Similar to olhw prevalence studies of adolescents and young adults
a number of popular activities and venues wetc identified; these being lottesy scratch cards,
sprtr wagering and card playing. As individuals go1 older, they were more likely to engage
in casino type activities including slot machinc playing, mino table games and wagering in
the stock market (for a detailed breakdown see Byrne 2W).As expected, males tended to
gamble on every activity more oflen with the exception OF Bingo. If one examined
gambling behaviors on a weekly basis gender ditr'erences became more pronounced.
Using the DSM-IV-MR-J or DSM-IV critcria for problem gambling (depending upon he
age of the individual), 5.8% of males wcrc identified as probable pathological gamblers.
with another 9.2% at-risk For problem gambling and 57.4% being considered social
gamblers (no significant gambling-schted problems). For femalcs, 0.8% were pmbab.ble
pathological gamblm, 3.0% were at-risk gamblers, and 59.1% were social gamblers,
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In order to assess Internet gambling activities, we wanted to understand rht frequency of
which individuals 'gambled' on bath the practice/trial sites nnd real gambling sites. These
practice sites, identical to those for wagering for actual money, are designed to provide
players with entertaining, simulated gambling expcrimces while wagering for tokens,
points, or chips. Significantly more individuals under the age of 18 rhan 18-24 (43 versus
33% for males; 42 versus 29% for females) reported participating on these pmtidtrial
gambling sitcs. The most popular form of activity was card playing (poker and blackjack),
with some individuals who gamblc less frequently O t s s than once pes month) reporting
playing slot machines or other forms of electronic gambling machines. This same pattern of
playing without money was reported for t b s e undcr and over 18 years of age.
For Internet wagering with actual money during the past year, 4.6% of participants
(7.8% of males; 2.3%of Fernals) acknowledged participating in chis form of gmbling. Of
importance was the finding that of the males, 8.6% were under the age of 18 whilc 6.8%
werc older shm age 18. A similar finding was found for females w i h younger females mom
likely than older fernaim %amblingon the Internet (3.2 and 1.3%, resplively). The two
most popular foms of gambling on the lntemer for those under age IS were card pEaying
(poker) and sports betting, with a similar finding for individuals 18-24. I t is also important
to mote thnt approxirnaleEy 10% of participants who had garslbled an the Internet with or
without money (pmcticdtrial sitcs) did so before they were 10 years of age. For those
individuals gambling for money, many zeported doing so with a family mmber (i.e., parcnt
or older sibling).
The ovemll prevalence rata for probable palhological gambling amongst those gamblers
on the Internet was 18.8%* wilh an additional 22.5% being identified as at-risk for a
gambling problem. Thesc prevalence rates are exceptionally high. However, as previously
noted, the ausal relationship between problem and pathological gambling and Inremet
wagering has yet to be determined. While na significant gender differences were noted, the
younger the individual gambling on the Internet the more likely they exhibited significani
gambling problems.
The widespread use ofpersonal computers and low costhigh speed access to the Intwnet
in general hns made this a higbly attractive vmue for ywth. Individuals without such
personal access or fearFul of getting caught using pctsonal computers For wagering have
little difficulty using their school computers, those in libraries or 24 h Internet cafes. In the
current study, the overwhelming nurnhr of youth (80.4%) reported their lntcmct wagering
was done wilhin their own home. Multiple mans for pnyment indude the use of personal
credit cards, a fanlily credit card (with nnd without parenral consent), debit cards, personal
chques and wiwrbank transfers. Like their adult wunterpam, underage youth have
managed to use the same methods o f payment for !heir Internet wagering as ththcir older
siblings and relatives.
Gambling amongst adolescents and young adults remains cxmrnely popular. Whm
asking youih why they gamble on the Internet the most popular reasons wcrc for the
compelirion (60%)(especially me for card playing), convenimm (40%), 24-h accessibility
(33%), privacy (33%), high speed of play (33%), good d d s (33%)" fairlreliable payouts
(33%), bonus rnoncy (27%), graphics (20%), sex appal (2Q%), and anonymity (20%). In
general, similar findings were found independent of gambling severity. It is intmting to
note that amongst individuals identified as probable pathological gamblws, 60% reported
that thc thrill and rush associated with Intcmct gambling centered upon the competitive
nature of the games.
Whilc the vast majoriv of individuals engage in recreational; gambling without ever
experiencing any gambling-re laled dificulties, a small percentage of indiv iduats experience
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serious gan~blingand gambling-related pmbTems. Adolescents and young adults appear to
be among thc groups having he highest prevalence rates of gambling problems
perevensky and Gupta 1006; Dmvmsky et al. 2003: National Research Council 1999).
The findings that adolescents and young dul& are engaging in Intcrnct wagering should
not come as a surprise. However, what is particularly disconcerting is that few i f any
safeguards exist for protecting urdcrage youth from accessing these sites. The findings by
Byrne (2003) suggesting Ihat alms1 a third of youth may be playing on the practicdtrial

gambling sites are of conccm. AlLough on these sites no actual money is being wngered,
the gambling site and the types of games are almost indistinguishable from Internet
gambling sites where money is wagctcd. Not mly d o these sires have differenrial payout
ntes (giving the individual a heighlcncd sense of control and skill), but they are prtimlmly
attractive and seduclive for adolescents without any safeguards or warning signs built into
their advertisements.
The lure and enticement of these games, accompanied by coIorfuE graphics and enticing
photos make them particularly attractive to young males. Popular H o l l y w d celcbriries
including Pamela Anderson. Nikki Cox, and James W d actively promotc Inrcrnet
gambling sites. Advertising slogans indicating that the individual can be the next big
winner are widespread and sauvmirs for gambling on their site (e.g., caps, mugs, key
chains, t-shins, etc.) are common.
There remains little doubt that more and more youth are accessing the Zntmet. In
Canada, for example, data oollected fmm 5,682 youth age 9 to 17, revealed Ihat 99%
reported having used the Internet to some extent, with 79% reporting Internet access at
home (Media Awareness Nehvork 2001). Five years later, while there is no readily available
comparable dam, surely thc numbers have increased as the cosls of p m n a l computers and
Internet pmvidms have d e d .
Adolescents am particularly vulnerable to the a p p l of rnmet gambling @ickson el al.
in press; Grifiths 1996, 2002, 2003, 2006; Grifililhs and Parke 2001; Maserlim et al.
2004). Ease of accessibility, reinforcing structural characteristics and the excitement and
physiological arousal associated with gambling make this a highly waEued activity. Coupled
with the fact that the games are oAen colohl, fast-paced, and hat most ndnlescents
perceive themselves to bc more intelligent than their peers and invufncrablc to the addictive
qualities, this is a potential rccipc for disastw. Currently, Ihe mly impaliment for some
adolescents is their inability no transfer payments. While many teens do not yet possess a
c r d i t card, alternative m e i h ~ l sincluding PayFaF and NETellw psymenb systems (66.7%
accepted PrryPal and 32.7% accepted NETelles; Parke and Grifiths 2004), wire msfcrs,
telephone calling cwds amongst others are currently being used as a form of transfer of
payments.
Menbl health prohsionals and parents are only beginning to recognize thc magnihlde
and impact of problem gambling among adolescents (Messedian and D e ~ v m s k y2005).
Awareness of the r i s b and potential harm associated with gambling p m b l m in genenl,
and Internet gambling in particular, are only beginning to surface. From a public health
persptive this is hemming an important issue (Korn and Sharer 1999; Messedian and
Dercvensky 2005).
The laws related to Internet gambling vary between countries, with even greater
dificulty in the application of any statutes. While some Internet gambling providers are
beginning Eo put in place s o h a r e designed to idenlify problem gambjers and some
countries (c.g., Sweden) are trying to ensure that undcrnge individuals do not use these
sitcs, grater regulation and monitoring is cssenlial. Thc preliminary results reported hcrc
@ymc 2004) suggest some particularly pmblernalic behaviors amongst adolescents. While
Springer
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h e vast majoricy of adolescents are slill not gambling on Internet sites, the fact that a large
percentage are engaging in very similar behaviors on practice and trial sites is problematic.
Could fhese sites lx a new breeding ground For youth and underage problem gambling?
The findings that a large percentage of underage youth with identified gambling problems

arc a l m d y gambling on these sites are troublesome.
As Henry Lesicus noted at the Haward Think Tank, tern gambling exists not only within
the individual, peer group, family, school and communiv, but also within the larger global,
international conlcxt (Lesieur 2003). There is Ziklle doubt that availability, accessibiIity, and
structural faturn OF spccific forms of gambling combine with .an individual's psychosocial
characteristics in various ways lto create rather complex patterns of risk {Abbott et a!. 2004).
Nevertheless, the large scale expansion of gambling on a worldwide basis will likely result
in more and more youth engaging in this bchavior at an earlier age. With easia
accessibility, an earlier nge of onset, and greater social acceptance, mote youth will likely
experience problems.
Our current understanding of adolescent gambling and problem gambling has bm
greatly influenced and inspired by !be work o l Dr. Mark Grifiilhs and his learn at the
Gambling Research Centre at Nortinghm Trent University. His large body of mearch and
writings in the field has significantly ampacred bolh he scientific and clinical wnrmuni@.
While our lrnowledg~has increased, the ever changing landscape of gambling d the
associated social and technological changes will keep clinicians and researchers busy for
some time.
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